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 good luck Now that the update to v2.1 is available, The Warrior is now available for your reading enjoyment. The main file for the book, "The Warrior" is free. For those of you who know my work, you'll notice that this book is a primer to martial arts and warfare. This book provides a basic introduction to history, philosophy, and military history. For those of you unfamiliar with my work, "The
Warrior" provides the basic concepts that I have used to build the Warrior Society in real life. From how to manipulate and destroy targets using martial arts, to assault and defense, to hand to hand combat, to firearms, to nerve manipulation, to enemy intelligence, to communications, to light weapons, to chemical warfare, to explosives, to environmental manipulation, to chemical weapons, and much

more. -Basic concepts of martial arts, combat, warfare and firearms.-Combat training, manuals, videos, books, and other forms of training.-Techniques and methods.-Weapons and gear.-Interpretation of military history, tactics, strategy, and tactics and strategy.-Communication.-Gross physiology and the human body.-Anatomy and physiology.-History and philosophy.-Operations and
tactics.-Specialized weapons.-Using the environment.-Working on the mentality of the enemy.-Command, leadership, and organization. Originally posted by urmom i have heard there was a free opening book for it, but I can't find it. Anyone have a link?. old post but the book file rybkall.ctg is free and works with it. good luck Which book? Rybkall's? "Warrior" book, is that it? You can just go to

Rbkall.org, and find it there. -Basic concepts of martial arts, combat, warfare and firearms.-Combat training, manuals, videos, books, and other forms of training.-Techniques and methods.-Weapons and gear.- 82157476af
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